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Crafting is good for your mind, body, and soul. Long-time crafters have often felt the benefits of a relaxed mind focused on an immediate task, a body put to useful purpose, and a soul renewed by the act of creating. But during the pandemic, as many found themselves with time on their hands and worry in their hearts, even more people turned to crafting to keep their hands busy and to ease their minds. We saw resurging interest in traditional crafts such as bead weaving, embroidery, cross-stitch, and pottery, as well as many new yarn enthusiasts in knitting and crochet as online groups abounded and YouTube videos made it easy to learn the basics.

The movement to work with your hands and find joy in simpler things has not abated with the return to the office, and our 2022 craft list includes books for both the beginner and the seasoned crafter. For those looking to try something for the first time, we have books such as Learn to Crochet in 10 Easy Lessons, Bead Weaving & Embroidery with Miyuki Beads, Massive Manga, 100+ Cross Stitch Patterns to Mix and Match, Basic Pottery Making, and Fraktur. These books are meant for complete beginners, with materials lists and step-by-step instructions for every project, to really get you started with confidence. For our more experienced “yarnies,” we have comfy and quick patterns in Crochet in a Weekend, InstaKnits (by Melissa Leapman!), Crochet Slouchy Hats & Beanies, and Crochet Tank Tops; cute animals to make in Wild & Woolly Knitted Animals and Supersize Crochet Animals; and oh-so-cute baby items in Ultimate Crochet Nursery and Playtime Rompers to Knit. For woodworkers and furniture makers, we are excited to bring you Benches, Stools and Chairs, by renowned furniture maker Walter Turpening, in which he shares his years of experience and all his techniques and secrets for making ergonomic seating. Check out the complete selection of new books (and perennial favorites); there are too many to mention here!

And, finally, a book that had been delayed due to travel restrictions is finally finished: The Lopapeysa Sweater: A Journey North in Search of Iceland’s Iconic Knitwear by Toni Carr and Kyle Cassidy. Kyle and Toni visited Iceland twice, traveling the Ring Road and talking to the locals, discussing and discovering the history of the lopapeysa sweater. Who designed the first lopapeysa? How did it become the iconic knitwear of Iceland? As they travel, Kyle and Toni meet many, as they say, minor Icelandic celebrities, visit well-known tourist attractions and some off-the-beaten path locales, and give both general tourist intel on these places and what knitters really want to know (where the yarn’s at!). Engaging travel tales, Kyle’s striking photography of both landscapes and knitting, and Toni’s modern and imaginative takes on the lopapeysa in her 10 knitting designs, make this a book for every knitter with an interest in travel and every traveler with an interest in knitting.

With this catalog, Globe Pequot is celebrating 75 years of publishing fantastic books, and we’re excited for another 75 years of crafting excellence.

Happy crafting!

Candi Derr
INSTAKNITS
By Melissa Leapman

We’re all so busy nowadays, but even the most time-crunched knitter can create these beautiful designs by beloved designer Melissa Leapman. Her collection of 24 quick-to-knit projects includes accessories such as hats, cowls, and mittens, as well as amazing wraps and sweaters. Patterns are organized by how long they take to knit, so figure out how much time you’ve got and choose a design that excites you—and fits into your hectic lifestyle!

Whether you knit up a hat in one afternoon or finish a shawl stitching just a few minutes a day, you’ll enjoy the process and adore the instant gratification. Get ready for some selfies—you’re going to love showing off your newest Instaknit FOs on social media!

With over 1250 designs in print, Melissa Leapman is one of the most widely-published American knit and crochet designers at work today. She’s worked with leading ready-to-wear design houses and is the author of several bestselling knit and crochet books including The Knit Stitch Pattern Handbook, Mastering Color Knitting, 6000+ Pullover Possibilities, Knitting the Perfect Fit, and Knitting Modular Shawls.

Author Hometown: New York, NY
July 2022 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
168 Pages • 35 Color Illustrations • 150 Color Photos • 7 x 10
978-0-8117-3994-8 • $26.95 • Paper • Trade
Stackpole Books

KNITTING WRAPS IN THE ROUND
21 Inspired Shawls, Scarves, and Stoles
By Andrea Brauneis

When working most traditional shawl patterns in rows, you work a “pattern” row, and then turn and purl the wrong side. But by knitting your shawls and scarves in the round, you are always knitting on the right side, so it is easy to work beautiful stranded, lace, texture, and even brioche patterns. Plus, it’s so fast to keep knitting with no turning!

Once you’ve finished knitting your shawl, you then cut through the extra stitches included in each pattern (known as steek stitches). Hem with simple hand or machine sewing, and your wrap is ready to wear! Author Andrea Brauneis explains the process in detail, and the extra stitches and instructions are included in each pattern, making it easy to work these 21 gorgeous scarf and wrap patterns even if it’s your first time trying this technique.

Andrea Brauneis started knitting rugs for her doll house in kindergarten, and she has not stopped knitting since. More than 25 years ago, she had the great luck to turn her hobby into a profession. She has been a designer and model knitter for various yarn labels and private clientele, as well as offering private design training and workshops. She lives with her family in Munich, Germany. You can follow her on Instagram @strickzeit

Author Hometown: Munich, Germany
December 2022 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
128 Pages • 125 Color Photos • 8 x 9¼
978-0-8117-7045-3 • $24.95 • Paper • Trade
Stackpole Books

LACE KNIT SHAWLS, SWEATERS, SOCKS & HATS
26 Designs Inspired by Japanese Stitch Patterns
By Birgit Freyer

Knitted lace pieces are stunning, but that is no reason to save them for only special occasions. The 26 lace patterns in this book are designed to showcase your stitches in pieces that can be worn anywhere. They incorporate Japanese lace stitch patterns to beautiful effect in pullovers, socks, shawls, hats, mitts, and more, in infinitely wearable patterns. Knit in neutrals, these pieces are easy to pair with items in your closet; knit in fabulous colors, they are showstoppers!

In addition to the patterns, the book includes an illustrated introduction to lace knitting stitches and charts, and an introduction to sock knitting. The skill level of each pattern is designated, so you can start with a pattern within your comfort zone and build your skills as you go.

Birgit Freyer was born in 1962 and thus still belongs to the generation where girls got their “proper” handicraft lessons. She later studied design and worked as a freelance web designer and lecturer active in adult education. She always worked out her own designs, and began writing out the instructions at the request of friends. Her patterns are available at www.die-wolllust.de.

December 2022 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
152 Pages • 100 Color Photos • 8 x 9¼
978-0-8117-7098-9 • $29.95 • Cloth • Trade
Stackpole Books
PLAYTIME ROMPERS TO KNIT
25 Cute Comfy Patterns for Babies plus 2 Matching Doll Rompers
By Jessica Anderson

Jessica Anderson has outdone herself with these 25 patterns for the most adorable baby rompers you will ever see, in characters and animals including a giraffe, elephant, pumpkin, and ballerina, as well as colorful and striped designs for everyday wear. These outfits are both comfortable for baby and practical (easy to take on and off) for the busy parent. Patterns for two special rompers for your child’s favorite doll are also included.

Presented in an easy-to-follow format, you can start with a basic romper and then learn to add stripes, bum pockets, and hoods. Take it to the next level and add ears, tails, and other embellishments for a variety of animal designs. All instructions are clear and concise, so even a novice knitter can complete these rompers with ease. The only question is, which one will you knit first?

Jessica Anderson likes to design fun and quirky knitting patterns that are easy to finish. She enjoys being home with her five children and her supportive husband, three cats, their Boxer dog, and coffee. Lots of coffee. She works as the Design Director for Malabrigo Yarn and creates her own designs for her brand, Jessica Anderson Designs. Jessica is currently working on her Masters in Licensed Clinical Mental Health.

Author Hometown: Powell, OH

THE LOPAPEYSA SWEATER
A Journey North in Search of Iceland’s Iconic Knitwear
By Toni Carr, Photographs by Kyle Cassidy

“Through the story of their travels and the people they met along the way, Joan and Kyle have lovingly captured both the technical and artistic aspects of Icelandic knitting tradition, and the culture that created it.”—SMÁRI MCCARTHY, FORMER MEMBER OF THE SUPREME NATIONAL PARLIAMENT OF ICELAND

The lopapeysa sweater is a treasured piece of Icelandic culture, knitted with generations of warmth and love in every stitch. By interviewing local experts and digging through research, Carr and Cassidy trace the historic beginnings of the “lopri” sweater and its legacy—and, of course, provide 10 new lopi-style patterns. No matter your knitting experience, you will be able to complete these projects and enhance your look with style that is beautifully modern and honors the lopapeysa’s rich history.

Toni Carr (aka Joan of Dark) is the author of Knockdown Knits, Knits for Nerds, and Geek Knits. She is also a contributing designer for Vampire Knits and Once Upon a Knit, as well as several publications for Knit Picks.

Kyle Cassidy has been documenting culture since the 1990s. His work has appeared in The New York Times, Vanity Fair, The Guardian, and others.

Author Hometowns: Greenwood, IN & Philadelphia, PA

WILD AND WOOLLY KNITTED ANIMALS
A Naturalist’s Notebook
By Sara Elizabeth Kellner, Foreword by Tanis Gray

Through the eyes of our naturalist knitter, you’ll discover a world of interesting creatures. Inside, you’ll find her sketches of animals in their habitat, scientific notes, and knitting patterns that capture the unique personality of each animal. The easy-to-follow instructions show you how to knit 25 endearing animals, including a hedgehog, timberwolf, rainbow trout, red squirrel, rabbit, beaver, badger, meadowlark, bald eagle, and many more. Each one is portrayed realistically, and yet exudes its own special cuteness that you find in live wildlife.

Sara Elizabeth Kellner is a knitted toy designer who can’t imagine a happier life. Sara has a standing invitation from Vogue Knitting Live to exhibit her designs in the artist’s gallery at their live events in NYC. She is the author of Knits for Kitties, and her designs have been published in Official Disney Knitting Book and Knit a Vintage Christmas, among others. Visit her on Ravelry!

Author Hometown: Cedar Park, TX
COOL CHUNKY KNITS
26 Fast & Fashionable Cowls, Shawls, Shrugs & More for Bulky & Super Bulky Yarns
By Tabetha Hedrick
July 2016 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
112 Pages • 120 B/W Illustrations • 8¼ x 11
978-0-8117-1648-2 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

CUTE KNIT HATS FOR KIDS
36 Projects
By Jenny Occleshaw
September 2013 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
160 Pages • 183 Color Photos • 8 x 8
978-0-8117-1254-5 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

DESIGN DOUBLES
Knitting Patterns for Shawl and Sweater Pairs
By Toby Roxane Barna
September 2018 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
128 Pages • 10 B/W Illustrations • 10 Color Illustrations
60 Color Photos • 8 x 10
978-0-8117-1804-2 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

DESIGNER KNIT HOME
24 Room-By-Room Coordinated Knits to Create a Look You’ll Love to Live In
By Erin Eileen Black,
November 2018 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
128 Pages • 16 B/W Illustrations • 6 Color Illustrations
230 Color Photos • 8¼ x 11
978-0-8117-1971-1 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

DESIGNER KNITS: SARAH HATTON & MARTIN STOREY
22 Handknit Designs for Him & Her
By Sarah Hatton and Martin Storey
September 2017 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
128 Pages • 14 B/W Illustrations • 90 Color Photos • 7½ x 10
978-0-8117-1843-1 • $21.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

DRESS-TO-IMPRESS KNITTED BOOT CUFFS & LEG WARMERS
25 Fun to Wear Designs
By Pam Powers
September 2017 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
128 Pages • 21 Color Illustrations • 165 Color Photos • 8¼ x 11
978-0-8117-1799-1 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books
DRESS-TO-IMPRESS
KNITTED SCARVES
24 Extraordinary Designs for Cowls, Kerchiefs, Infinity Loops & More
By Pam Powers
January 2015 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
144 Pages • 29 B/W Illustrations • 131 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-1328-3 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

EASY KNITS FOR BEAUTIFUL YARNS
21 Shawls, Hats, Sweaters & More
Designed to Showcase Special Yarns
By Toby Roxane Barna
February 2021 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
112 Pages • 4 B/W Illustrations • 191 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-3859-0 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

EASY LACE KNITS
All You Need to Know to Start Knitting Lace & 20 Simply Beautiful Patterns
By Anniken Allis
June 2018 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
136 Pages • 39 Color Illustrations • 120 Color Photos
8¼ x 11
978-0-8117-3868-2 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

FAVORITE MITTENS
Best Traditional Mitten Patterns from Fox & Geese & Fences to Flying Geese & Partridge Feet
By Robin Hansen
February 2006 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
224 Pages • 8½ x 11
978-0-89272-627-1 • $21.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Down East Books

GEOMETRIC KNIT BLANKETS
30 Innovative and Fun-to-Knit Designs
By Margaret Holzmann
March 2021 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
224 Pages • 210 Color Illustrations • 100 Color Photos
8½ x 11¼
978-0-8117-3888-2 • $27.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

GREAT KNIT SWEATERS FOR GUYS BIG & SMALL
12 Sweaters: Children's Size 2 to Men's XXL
By Dr Andrea Sanchez
January 2016 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
80 Pages • 40 B/W Illustrations • 50 Color Photos • 8 x 10
978-0-8117-1577-5 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books
KNIT A VINTAGE CHRISTMAS
22 Stocking, Ornament, and Gift Patterns from Christmas Past
Edited by Candi Derr
September 2015 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
128 Pages • 11 B/W Illustrations • 120 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-1494-5 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

KNIT BLANKETS AND THROWS WITH MADEMOISELLE SOPHIE
By Mlle. Sophie
February 2017 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
64 Pages • 10 B/W Illustrations • 21 Color Illustrations • 75 Color Photos • 7½ x 8¼
978-0-8117-1791-5 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

KNIT HATS WITH WOOLLY WORMHEAD
Styles for the Whole Family
By Woolly Wormhead
August 2021 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
136 Pages • 34 B/W Photos • 25 Color Illustrations • 120 Color Photos • 8¾ x 9
978-0-8117-3967-2 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

KNIT SOXX FOR EVERYONE
25 Colorful Sock Patterns for the Whole Family
By Kerstin Balke
July 2021 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
192 Pages • 90 Color Illustrations • 99 Color Photos
6¾ x 8½
978-0-8117-3957-3 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

KNIT TOPS FOR KIDS
Irresistible Projects for Girls & Boys Ages 1 to 6
By Muriel Agator
January 2016 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
64 Pages • 11 B/W Illustrations • 40 Color Photos • 8 x 9¼
978-0-8117-1664-2 • $14.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

KNIT YOUR STORY IN YARN
How to Design and Knit an Heirloom Quilt, Shawl, Bag, and More
By Dee Hardwicke
April 2018 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
112 Pages • 100 Color Photos • 7½ x 10
978-0-8117-3650-3 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books
KNITTED MITTS & MITTENS
25 Fun and Fashionable Designs
for Fingerless Gloves, Mittens, and Wrist Warmers
By Amy Gunderson
April 2014 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
128 Pages • 115 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-1299-6 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

KNITTED TANKS & TUNICS
21 Crisp, Cool Designs
for Sleeveless Tops
By Angela Hahn
April 2018 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
168 Pages • 24 Color Illustrations • 178 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-1797-7 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

KNITTED WRAPS & COVER-UPS
24 Stylish Designs for Boleros, Capes, Shrugs, Crop Tops, & More
By Annie Modesitt
July 2015 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
132 Pages • 28 B/W Illustrations • 75 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-1444-0 • $21.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

KNITTING FOR THE OUTDOORS
30 Merino Handknits for
Active Guys and Gals
By Gillian Whalley-Torckler
November 2016 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
128 Pages • 90 Color Photos • 7½ x 9¼
978-0-8117-1663-5 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

KNITTING RUGS
39 Traditional, Contemporary,
Innovative Designs
By Nola A. Heidbreder and Linda Pietz
July 2014 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
112 Pages • 8 B/W Illustrations • 55 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-1251-4 • $21.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

KNOCKOUT KNIT HATS
AND HOODS
30 Engaging Designs for Beanies, Tams, Slouches, and More
By Diane Serviss, Photographs by Gale Zucker
October 2018 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
144 Pages • 4 Color Illustrations • 200 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-1766-3 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books
LOVELY LACY KNITS
Beautiful Projects Embellished with Ribbon, Flowers, Beads, and More
By Eva-Maria Maier

MIX AND MATCH KNIT
SWEATER DESIGNS
Choose Your Favorite Neckline, Sleeve Length, Fit and Style, Stitch Patterns, & So Much More * Over 70,000 Possible Combinations
By Rita Maassen

MOSAIC & LACE KNITS
20 Innovative Patterns Combining Slip-Stitch Colorwork and Lace Techniques
By Barbara Benson

OVERSIZE FASHION KNITS
26 Cardigans and Pullovers Designed to Maximize Style and Ease
By frechverlag GmbH

PURE WOOL
A Guide to Using Single-Breed Yarns
By Susan Blacker

QUICK & EASY BABY KNITS
21 Cute, Comfy Projects
By Sarah E. White
ROUND LOOM KNITTING
IN 10 EASY LESSONS
30 Stylish Projects
By Nicole F. Cox

SCARVES IN THE ROUND
25 Knitted Infinity Scarves,
Neck Warmers, Cowls, and
Double-Warm Tube Scarves
By Heather Walpole

STYLISH KNIT SCARVES & HATS
WITH MADEMOISELLE SOPHIE
23 Beautiful Patterns with
Child Sizes Too
By Mlle. Sophie

SWITCH & KNIT STITCH DICTIONARY
Choose Any Yarn and Any of the
12 Patterns for Cowls, Hats,
Sweaters & More * Customize
With Over 85 Stitch Patterns
* 700+ Design Possibilities
4-STITCH MULTIPLES
By Tabetha Hedrick

THE KNIT GENERATION
15 Great Patterns by 8 Hot Designers
By Sarah Hatton

TOP-DOWN COLORWORK KNIT
SWEATERS AND ACCESSORIES
25 Patterns for Women and Men
By Wenke Müller
TOP-DOWN KNIT SWEATERS
16 Versatile Styles Featuring Texture, Lace, Cables, and Colorwork
By Corrina Ferguson

October 2019 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
120 Pages • 33 Color Illustrations • 96 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-1828-8 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

ULTIMATE MITTENS
28 Classic Patterns to Keep You Warm
By Robin Hansen

September 2016 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
224 Pages • 10 x 10
978-1-60893-624-3 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Down East Books

VINTAGE KNIT GLOVES AND MITTENS
25 Patterns for Timeless Fashions
Edited by Kathryn Fulton

October 2013 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
112 Pages • 75 B/W Illustrations • 50 Color Photos • 7¼ x 9¾
978-0-8117-1243-9 • $14.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

VINTAGE KNIT HATS
21 Patterns for Timeless Fashions
Edited by Kathryn Fulton

August 2013 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
80 Pages • 32 B/W Illustrations • 40 Color Photos • 7¼ x 9¾
978-0-8117-1142-5 • $14.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

WHIMSICAL WOOLLIES
20 Projects to Knit and Felt
By Marie Mayhew

June 2015 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
128 Pages • 100 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-0564-6 • $21.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books
CROCHET IN A WEEKEND
29 Quick-to-Stitch Sweaters, Tops, Shawls & More
By Salena Baca

‖I highly recommend this book because every single design is unique, the fabrics are beautiful, the styles and fit are great, and the easy repeats make for a relaxing and stress-free crochet time!‖—DEEPAI KALAS KORE

‖The great thing about this collection is the variety, ranging from light weight summer tops and vests to cozy cardigans and ponchos in bulky yarns and lots in between. With so many different styles and stitch patterns to try, your main problem will be deciding what to make first!‖—LINDA WOODTHORPE

‖Jumping straight into the projects, Baca relies on large hooks and chunky yarns to create eye-catching pieces... Items that are perfect for warmer weather... only require basic stitches and simple repeats.‖—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

Crochet in a Weekend offers 29 wrap, cowl, cardigan, poncho, tunic, sweater, and top patterns for every season of the year! Each design is made with a yarn that’s easy to find (or substitute), stitches that create gorgeous fabrics (that are easy to memorize), and separate pieces that are portable and easy to seam together!

Salena Baca is the author of Two Simple Shapes = 26 Crocheted Cardigans, Tops & Sweaters; My Crocheted Closet; Crochet in a Day; Build Your Skills: Crochet Tops; and Crochet for Christmas. She resides in Bend, Oregon, happily spreading the joy of crochet far and wide.

Author Hometown: Bend, OR

February 2022 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Crocheting
144 Pages • 17 Color Illustrations • 146 Color Photos • 8¼ x 11
978-0-8117-3969-6 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

CROCHET SLOUCHY HATS AND BEANIES
14 Quick and Easy Patterns
By Julie King

Whether you prefer a slouchy hat, a beanie, or the author’s preferred hybrid the slouchy-beanie, you are sure to find a favorite in these 14 unique and colorful patterns. Make several in your favorite hues, and you’ll have a hat to match whatever you wear. Great for gifts, too! A variety of stitch patterns keep the work interesting, and detailed instructions ensure success.

Julie King is a southern California-based crochet designer who is best known for her slouchy hat designs. She shares crochet patterns, tips, and inspiration in her blog, gleefulthings.com, and publishes tutorial videos on her YouTube channel, Gleeful Things.

Author Hometown: Hawthorne, CA

September 2022 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Crocheting
32 Pages • 43 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-7108-5 • $11.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

CROCHET TANK TOPS
9 Designs for Warmer Weather
By Sandi Rosner

‖Surprising details make these classic tanks and tunics modern and fun.‖—ELLEN GORMLEY, EDITOR OF CROCHET! MAGAZINE AND AUTHOR OF GO CROCHET! AND CROCHETING CLOTHES KIDS LOVE

‖Within this book you will find a top for every body type and fashion style. This is a book that you will visit over and over.‖—ROBYN CHACHULA, AUTHOR OF CROCHET STITCHES VISUAL ENCYCLOPEDIA, BLUEPRINT CROCHET, CROCHET ME, AND UNEXPECTED AFGHANS

With these 9 refreshing designs, you can crochet yourself fashionable sleeveless tops that fit your style. Each piece is perfect on its own, or worn as a layer. You’ll find a wide range of looks worked in warm-weather fibers, such as cotton and linen, that are fun to crochet and easy to wear. These versatile designs work equally well with skinny or relaxed-fit jeans, leggings, shorts, or skirts, whether you’re dressing up or going out to play

Sandi Rosner has been a professional knitter and crocheter for over 20 years. She has been a yarn store owner, Creative Director for Premier Yarns, and producer of the Public Television series Knit and Crochet Now! She is currently a freelance designer, technical editor, and teacher in Charlotte, North Carolina.

Author Hometown: Charlotte, NC

October 2022 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Crocheting
32 Pages • 30 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-7139-9 • $11.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books
CROCHET WRAPS
7 Shawl Designs Plus Tutorials for New Stitches
By Tammy Hildebrand

A gorgeous, colorful shawl can take any outfit to the next level of style. Spice up a casual outfit or keep the chill off your shoulders in a summer dress. You will reach for your favorite wraps again and again!

The seven patterns in this book feature designs from lacy stoles to colorful motif shawls, and range in skill level from easy to experienced. Start out on an easy pattern like Midnight Azaleas or Ardeona Lace, or jump right to a more advanced pattern with Perfect Pineapples. If you need to brush up on your skills, a tutorial section is included with a review of basic crochet stitches plus photos and instructions for new techniques. These wraps are fast and addictive to crochet, so choose a favorite design and a super-soft yarn and get started today!

Tammy Hildebrand’s crochet designs have been published in myriad crochet magazines and yarn company publications. She is also the author of Crochet Wraps Every Which Way and Crochet for Baby All Year. She resides in Kernersville, North Carolina.

Author Hometown: Kernersville, NC

May 2022 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Crocheting
32 Pages • 2 B&W Illustrations • 80 Color Photos • 8½ × 11
978-0-817-7073-0 • $11.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

LEARN TO CROCHET IN 10 EASY LESSONS
All the Stitches and Techniques You Need to Know, Plus 28 Patterns to Make Right Away!
By Salena Baca

Salena Baca loves to introduce crochet to new future enthusiasts! From her many years of teaching, she knows just how to explain each step and anticipate pitfalls, and she has broken down the necessary skills into 10 easy lessons. Starting with how to choose yarn and hooks, she then teaches the basic stitches and how to put them together to create your very first projects. She teaches you to work in rows and rounds, understand crochet charts, combine stitches, change colors, and so much more! Lessons include fun and easy beginner patterns, 28 total, to practice your skills and complete pieces such as wraps, scarves, totes, baskets, table runners, beanies, and blankets.

When you complete the 10 easy lessons, you will have all the skills needed to make any crochet pattern you choose!

Salena Baca is the author of many bestselling crochet titles, including Two Simple Shapes = 26 Crocheted Cardigans, Tops & Sweaters; My Crocheted Closet; Crochet in a Day; Crochet Market Bags; and Crochet for Christmas. An ambassador for crochet, Salena often coordinates efforts with other crochet designers to spread the joy of crochet far and wide. Salena resides in Bend, Oregon.

Author Hometown: Bend, OR

November 2022 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Crocheting
144 Pages • 250 Color Photos • 8½ × 11
978-0-817-7074-3 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

QUICK CROCHET FOR KITCHEN AND HOME
14 Patterns for Dishcloths, Baskets, Totes, & More
By Salena Baca

Bringing new textures and colors into your home decor can make all the difference, and with these pieces you can make a whole selection of items for seasonal changes or just to suit your mood. Crochet colorful dishcloths, trivets, and potholders for the kitchen; a beautiful runner, plant hanger, and place mats for your dining room; and a basket, rug, and more for any room in your house. All of the patterns in this book work up in just a few hours, and are perfect for crocheting on the go. With just a hook and yarn in colors you love, you can brighten up every room in your house!

Salena Baca is the author of Two Simple Shapes = 26 Crocheted Cardigans, Tops & Sweaters; Crochet in a Weekend; My Crocheted Closet; Crochet in a Day; Build Your Skills: Crochet Tops; and Crochet for Christmas. She resides in Bend, Oregon, happily spreading the joy of crochet far and wide. For this book, she pulled in the talents of Danyel Pink and Emily Truman for pattern designing as well as photography and technical editing.
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SUPERSIZE CROCHET ANIMALS
20 Adorable Amigurumi Sized to Snuggle
By Kristi Simpson

It’s time to SUPERSIZE your amigurumi!

Tiny crochet animals are cute, but the larger animals in this book are just the right size for hugs and cuddles. Worked with bulky yarn and larger hooks, these stuffed animals hook up fast, and all of the patterns are easy enough for even a beginner crocheter. Single crochet stitches form most of the pieces. Stitched or crocheted embellishments make each creature unique. Finished pieces range in size from approximately 16 to 30 inches.

You’ll love the new friends you crochet, from a soft, fluffy llama or sheep to a frisky puppy, platypus, dinosaur, teddy bear, raccoon, turtle, and more. Make a favorite animal for yourself or a young friend. Once you make one, you’ll see how easy and fun they are to crochet, and you’ll want to make all 20 supersized amigurumi!

Kristi Simpson is the author of many crochet design publications, including the popular Sweet & Simple Baby Crochet, Adorable Baby Crochet, Ultimate Baby Crochet, and Crochet Stitch Sampler Baby Blankets. Known for her fresh and modern style, Kristi’s patterns have been published in magazines, books, catalogs, and online venues.
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ULTIMATE CROCHET NURSERY
40 Designs for Blankets, Baskets, Decor & So Much More
By Kristi Simpson

Adorn the nursery with handmade crochet pieces for baby!

Your baby deserves the ultimate in crochet designer luxury. From soft and squishy blankets and rugs to colorful baskets, huggable lovelies, stylish totes, wall hangings, mobiles, toys, and so much more, Ultimate Crochet Nursery delivers 40 patterns for diverse items for the baby and nursery. All patterns are suitable for a beginner to intermediate crocheter, and can be worked up quickly so you’ll be ready to go when baby arrives. Make the items in the bright pastels shown here, or change up the colors to your favorite hues. There’s so much to make, so get your hooks and yarn, and get going—baby’s on the way!

Kristi Simpson is the author of many crochet design publications, including the popular Sweet & Simple Baby Crochet, Adorable Baby Crochet, and Crochet Stitch Sampler Baby Blankets. By using a mix of stitches creatively, she designs patterns that are accessible for beginners and interesting for more advanced crocheters. Known for her fresh and modern style, Kristi’s patterns have been published in magazines, books, catalogs, and online venues.
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BEAD WEAVING & EMBROIDERY WITH MIYUKI BEADS
Instructions for Brick Stitch, Peyote Stitch, Square Stitch, and Loom Work; 100 Weaving Patterns
By Virginie Châtenet

Get started bead weaving with Miyuki seed beads!

With this introductory book, you will learn how to work the four main bead weaving techniques: brick stitch, peyote stitch, square stitch, and loom weaving. Even if you’ve never worked with beads before, you’ll learn all the materials and skills needed to begin. The stitches are explained in easy-to-understand steps and photos, with troubleshooting tips for success.

Now you are ready to weave any of the 100 bead patterns in the book! Make geometric patterns, sweet birds, beautiful flowers, and a myriad of other colorful patterns. These designs can then be used to make necklaces, earrings, bracelets, pins, or rings; or be used as embellishments for clothing, handbags, wall hangings, and so much more. Instructions for how to make these items are included, along with many suggestions to foster your own creativity.

Why not use your seed beads for further embellishing? With just a few easy embroidery stitches you can add beads to almost anything! Combine your embroidery with your bead weaving for even more designs. There is so much fun to be had with beads!

Daughter of a passionate seamstress who loved many types of needlework, Virginie Châtenet inherited this love of creativity and the happiness of creating with one’s hands. Bead weaving and other crafts are a source of balance for her, and she loves to share these passions with others. She is also the author of Brick Stitch (in French), and can be found on Instagram @etoiles_pistache.
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Finally, an easy explanation of Crackle Weave!

Susan Kesler-Simpson, author of the popular Overshot Simply and Shadow Weave Simply, now explains Crackle Weave—simply! Her teaching style is to break down the weave structure into its basic parts so that it is easy to understand, and then show you how the parts work together to create the weave structure so that you can use any pattern or create your own.

The areas of separating threads give Crackle Weave its appearance of cracking pottery, and once you see how the structure works, there is so much you can do with it! Crackle weave is a block weave structure made up of four or more threading blocks that are based on the twill structure. Each block has four threads made up of two primary threads and two secondary threads. Incidental threads are added when needed to keep the proper twill sequencing. These blocks can be enlarged, reduced, or change location, allowing you to have a traditional or more modern approach to your project. And then there is color! Crackle Weave has many options for playing with colors; colors can be added through the warp, primary threads, and/or secondary threads.

Learning is not complete without practice, so there are 25 patterns to try for a variety of pieces in both modern and traditional effects. The projects are simple enough for any beginning weaver, and include shawls, scarves, rugs, blankets, towels, and table runners. Some are woven in the traditional crackle method while others introduce weaving crackle as overshot, summer/winter, and more.

Start your exploration of Crackle Weave today!

Susan Kesler-Simpson is passionate about fiber arts and breaking down complex weaving techniques so that even beginners can learn the basic concepts. She is the author of the successful Overshot Simply, Shadow Weave Simply, and Creative Treadling with Overshot, and has a B.S. and M.A. in Clothing, Textiles, and Design from the University of Nebraska. She enjoys teaching weaving and working in other crafts such as knitting, spinning, and crocheting. She resides in Danville, Pennsylvania.
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100+ CROSS STITCH PATTERNS TO MIX AND MATCH
Motifs and Borders, Plus 21 Alphabets
By Jane Greenoff

“Designer Greenoff (Everything: Cross Stitch) encourages readers to create their own ‘masterpieces’ by combining the dozens of patterns she offers in this beautiful volume... Each pattern has its own easy-to-follow chart with a color key, along with an image of a finished sample for reference. Then comes a wealth of alphabet font styles to choose from... Greenoff also offers a couple of helpful ‘Jane’s tips’ boxes in the beginning sections that offer suggestions for determining the best needle size and avoiding marks in fabric. Seasoned crafters will enjoy the endless possibilities on tap.” — PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

From flowers to cottages, birds and bees to holiday and sampler-style motifs, 100+ Cross Stitch Patterns to Mix and Match is bursting with exciting cross stitch designs to make!

The motifs and alphabets are designed to coordinate, and with more than 100 motif and border patterns, the fun is in choosing how to put them together into your own unique designs. It’s easy to combine them (Jane teaches you how), and you’ll be ready to make a special stitched piece for any occasion. The 21 unique cross stitch alphabets bring just the right personal touch to your sentiments. Beautiful borders add professional polish.

Each motif is presented in chart form with a color key for ease of reference and a finished, worked example to show how the pattern should look when complete. If you are new to cross stitch or designing, an introduction to the craft covers all of the tools and equipment needed and demonstrates basic cross stitch techniques from start to finish, in addition to giving instructions on how to graph and use your designs.

Based on a simple grid and one basic stitch, cross stitch is easy to learn and master, so get started mixing and matching these beautiful designs into your one-of-a-kind creations!

Jane Greenoff is one of the most popular cross stitch designers in the world, and the author of 15 books, including The Cross Stitcher’s Bible. Jane lives with her family in a converted barn in Fairford, Gloucestershire.
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104 Pages • 85 Color Photos • 8¼ x 8½
978-1-60893-653-3 • $16.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
Down East Books

SONGBIRDS
By Sandy Allison
August 2014 • Crafts & Hobbies/Glass & Glassware
56 Pages • 15 B/W Illustrations • 25 Color Illustrations
8½ x 11
978-0-8117-1343-6 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

STAINED GLASS MAKING BASICS
All the Skills and Tools You Need to Get Started
By Lynn Haunstein
February 2019 • Crafts & Hobbies/Glass & Glassware
208 Pages • 25 B/W Illustrations • 1064 Color Photos
8¼ x 11
978-0-8117-3652-7 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

STAINED GLASS PAINTING
Create the Look of Stained Glass the Easy Way
By Julie Lafaille
March 2015 • Crafts & Hobbies/Glass & Glassware
176 Pages • 25 B/W Illustrations • 700 Color Photos • 8¼ x 11
978-0-8117-1419-8 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

SEA GLASS HUNTER’S HANDBOOK
By C. S. Lambert
November 2010 • Crafts & Hobbies/Glass & Glassware
96 Pages • 5½ x 7½
978-0-89272-900-4 • $14.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
Down East Books
NATURAL SOAP MAKING
By Elizabeth Letcavage and Melissa Harden

March 2013 • Crafts & Hobbies/Soap Making
96 Pages • 161 Color Photos • 8 x 10
978-0-8117-1072-5 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

SOAP MAKING NATURALLY
By Bev Missing

January 2016 • Crafts & Hobbies/Soap Making
176 Pages • 300 Color Photos • 7½ x 10¼
978-0-8117-1771-7 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

SOY CANDLES
How to Make Good-for-the-Earth, Long-Lasting Candles
By Glenda Short

June 2014 • Crafts & Hobbies/General
96 Pages • 8 B/W Illustrations • 74 Color Photos • 8 x 8½
978-0-8117-1446-4 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books
FRAKTUR
Tips, Tools, and Techniques for Learning the Craft
By Ruthanne Hartung

“If you’re looking for a book that will greatly help you along on your own Fraktur designing, inking, lettering, and painting journey, this one definitely fits the bill. Step-by-step instructions for several projects that show you the entire artistic process in detail, plus lots of motifs like flowers, fruit, birds, hearts, angels, houses, borders, etc. for inspiration (or tracing) so that you can mix-and-match them to create your own compositions, as well as a birth certificate, a house blessing, family trees [two different designs], and a family records design that are all full-sized and traceable, plus a Fraktur alphabet to practice [also traceable], both upper and lower case, which Ruthanne designed to be easier to read than the traditional Blacklettering (but still looks enough like traditional Blacklettering to give it that authentic Fraktur feel). So there’s literally everything you’d need to be inspired to design your own pieces, or for you to trace straight from the book to make something super-quaint for your home.”—Jim and Lori

“I highly recommend this book.”—J.J.

The Pennsylvania Dutch are noted for the beautifully designed and hand-lettered documents known as fraktur. These include birth and marriage certificates, family trees, bookplates, awards, and house blessings. Leading fraktur artist Ruthanne Hartung adapts the craft to modern tastes and needs in this practical how-to book, with information on tools, step-by-step instructions, ideas for design, lettering and coloring techniques, and a variety of projects. An assortment of traditional patterns to apply to personal frakturs are included.

Ruthanne Hartung was a fraktur artist for more than thirty years. She was a juried member of the Pennsylvania Guild of Craftsmen and was selected as one of the top 200 traditional American craftsmen by Early American Life magazine.
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3D QUILLING
How to Make 20 Decorative Flowers, Fruit and More From Curled Paper Strips
By Vaishali Rastogi Sahni

October 2018 • Crafts & Hobbies/Papercrafts
128 Pages • 8¼ x 9
978-0-8117-3786-9 • $22.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

ARTFUL WAYS WITH MIXED MEDIA
By Monique Day-Wilde and Angie Franke

September 2013 • Crafts & Hobbies/Mixed Media
144 Pages • 35 B/W Illustrations • 350 Color Photos
7¼ x 10¼
978-0-8117-1266-8 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books
DECORATIVE PAPERCUTTING
Instructions and Patterns for 150 Intricate Cutouts
By Akiko Murooka
May 2013 • Crafts & Hobbies/Papercrafts
112 Pages • 160 B/W Illustrations • 250 Color Photos • 8 x 10
978-0-8117-1232-3 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

FLORAGAMI
Create Beautiful Flowers from Folded Paper
By Armin Täubner
March 2014 • Crafts & Hobbies/Origami
128 Pages • 15 B/W Illustrations • 285 Color Illustrations • 245 Color Photos • 8 x 10
978-0-8117-1336-8 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

FOLDED PAPER GERMAN STARS
Creative Paper Crafting Ideas Inspired by Friedrich Fribel
By Armin Täubner
May 2015 • Crafts & Hobbies/Papercrafts
96 Pages • 11 B/W Illustrations • 400 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-1456-3 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

LAYERS OF MEANING
Elements of Visual Journaling
By Rakefet Hadar
August 2021 • Self-Help/Journaling
176 Pages • 170 Color Photos • 8 x 10
978-0-8117-7014-9 • $27.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

MASTERING SILHOUETTES
Expert Instruction in the Art of Silhouette Portraiture
By Charles Burns
December 2011 • Crafts & Hobbies/Papercrafts
176 Pages • 2 B/W Illustrations • 7¼ x 9¾
978-0-8117-0149-5 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books
PAPERCUTTING PATTERN BOOK
275 Original Designs
By Claudia Hopf

July 2010 • Crafts & Hobbies/Papercrafts
128 Pages • 100 B/W Illustrations • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-0575-2 • $14.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

PAPERCUTTING THROUGH THE YEAR
275 Patterns for Holidays and Seasonal Celebrations
By Claudia Hopf

February 2012 • Crafts & Hobbies/Papercrafts
128 Pages • 68 B/W Illustrations • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-1069-5 • $14.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

POP-UP CARDS AND INVITATIONS
By Maurice Mathon

January 2012 • Crafts & Hobbies/Papercrafts
80 Pages • 100 B/W Illustrations • 88 Color Photos • 8¼ x 11¼
978-0-8117-1071-8 • $14.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

SCRAP IT!
Using Scrapbooking Techniques for Decorative and Gift Items
By Jaclyn Venter

September 2013 • Crafts & Hobbies/General
128 Pages • 232 B/W Illustrations • 300 Color Photos
7¼ x 10¼
978-0-8117-1268-2 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books

SIMPLE PRINTMAKING
Hand-Printing Projects to Make at Home
By Elizabeth Harbour

September 2013 • Crafts & Hobbies/Printmaking & Stamping
144 Pages • 80 Color Photos • 7½ x 9¾
978-0-8117-1289-7 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Stackpole Books
COMPLETE COLOR MIXING GUIDE FOR ACRYLICS, OILS, AND WATERCOLORS
2,400 Color Combinations for Each
By John Barber

Take the guesswork out of color mixing!

With just 25 common paint colors, you can make 2,400 different hues, and they are all illustrated in this comprehensive guide. That’s 2,400 hues for each medium—oils, acrylics, and watercolors—with each hue visually represented for your easy reference.

Better yet, each color mix uses only two paint colors, so matching results are easy to obtain and your colors remain vibrant and true, not muddied by too many pigments as you often get from mixes with many paint colors.

Pro mixing tips for each type of paint are included to help you achieve winning results. This simple-to-master color mixing system will help you find and mix just the right color, every time!

John Barber is the author of the Winsor & Newton Color Mixing Guides, as well as many Transformers books.
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978-0-8117-7027-9 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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MASSIVE MANGA
How to Draw Characters, Animals, Vehicles, Mecha, and So Much More!
By Yishan Li

Learn to create and color your own manga characters!

Massive Manga shows you step-by-step how to bring your ideas to life on paper. Learn by practicing the skills needed for drawing a wide range of manga in a huge variety of hairstyles, faces, and clothing, as well as animals, mechas, weapons, and vehicles. Each subject has a chapter of its own in which you’ll find line-by-line instructions and tons of designs. From teens to tech, cuddly pups to dangerous dragons, you’ll find them all here in these pages.

Step-by-step drawings in pencil, ink, and color show you how to draw bodies, faces, eyes, hair, hands, and feet across a range of human and fantasy creations. Learn scores of hairstyles, facial expressions, hand gestures, and body poses.

To complete your scenes, you’ll learn how to draw accessories and gadgets, weapons, vehicles, and so much more!

Yishan Li is a professional manga artist living in Edinburgh, Scotland. Her work has been published in the UK, USA, France, and Switzerland. She is the author of 500 Manga Characters, 500 Manga Creatures, 500 Manga Villains and Heroes, How to Draw Manga in Simple Steps, and others books on drawing manga. Find her on Instagram @superlyishan

Author Hometown: Edinburgh, Scotland
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BASIC POTTERY MAKING
A Complete Guide
Edited by Linda Franz, Consultant Editor Mark Fitzgerald, Photographs by Jason Minick

Learn the tools and techniques you need to start making ceramic mugs, bowls, and more!

- Step-by-step instructions complete with color photographs
- Includes a chapter on bisque firing, waxing, and glazing
- 4 basic pottery projects for the beginning potter

The art of pottery making is described in detail for the beginning potter. Complete with a chapter on tools and materials to get started, this easy-to-use guide explains and illustrates how to wedge clay, use a pottery wheel, shape and trim pots, determine clay thickness, add handles, and a host of other pottery-making techniques. It also contains a chapter on bisque firing and glazing, the final steps in creating beautiful and functional pottery. Includes complete instructions for making a large bowl, three styles of mugs, and a sugar bowl and creamer set.

Linda Franz is a writer and reporter in Carlisle, Pennsylvania. Mark Fitzgerald is an expert potter whose work has been featured on The Martha Stewart Show. He and his wife operate Fitzgerald Pottery in Dillsburg, Pennsylvania.

Author Hometowns: Carlisle, PA & Dillsburg, PA
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BENCHED, STOOLS, AND CHAIRS
A Guide to Ergonomic Woven Seating
By Walter Turpening and Deborah Held

Walter Turpening has been designing and perfecting custom seating for crafters and artistic creators (particularly weavers, knitters, handspinners, and musicians) for 20-plus years. His signature cotton-cord, curved, woven seats on fine woodworked frames are fervently desired by those who have sampled his seating, and he operates on an average two-year waiting list. In recent years, he has expanded his repertoire to include ergonomic office chairs and barstools. In this book, he shares what he has learned in his journey as a chair maker to help you make the bench or chair of your dreams.

At the heart of Walter’s methods is making each seat specifically to fit the individual while working at their favorite craft or intended use. He teaches how to take the measurements needed for perfect ergonomic comfort, and how to apply them to create your perfect seat. With his step-by-step instructions, photos, and diagrams, you will see how Walter creates his custom seating, and be able to replicate his techniques in your own benches, stools, and chairs.

Walter Turpening has been designing and creating furniture for the specific needs of crafters for more than 20 years.

Deborah Held is a freelance writer and international fiber arts educator. She’s a recurring contributor to Spin Off magazine and its blog PLY, tinyStudio Creative Life Magazine, the SweetGeorgia blog, and more, and she’s the writer behind the Interweave column “Her Handspun Habit.”

Author Hometown: Kingsport, TN & Atlanta, GA
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COMPLETE GUIDE TO PAPER CLAY
Mixing Recipes; Building, Finishing and Firing; 10 Practice Projects
By Liliane Tardio-Brise

Freeing clay from technical constraints, lightening pieces, modeling large, slender forms... These ceramicists’ dreams become reality with paper clay!

Complete Guide to Paper Clay thoroughly and accurately introduces this versatile material of clay and fibers, and showcases its distinctive characteristics and advantages. Liliane Tardio-Brise illustrates step-by-step the reactions of paper clay to the usual techniques of ceramics—pinch building, coils, slabs, wheel throwing, etc. The cellulose fibers in paper clay give it new properties that typical clay cannot attain. Rehydrating paper clay pieces brings back their suppleness and allows them to accept deformations, easily repair cracks, and be built on with new clay pieces. Paper clay lends itself to all finishes, can be air dried and/or fired, and, because the fibers burn off when fired, finished pieces are lighter and can be built taller and still maintain their stability.

Explore the many possibilities of paper clay with the ten projects in the book, which each use very different properties of the clay to a variety of effects. Once you see the versatility of paper clay, you’ll be ready to try your own sculptures in this adaptable medium.

Liliane Tardio-Brise, ceramist, has been running a workshop in Alsace, France, for almost 20 years. Scientifically trained, she gives precise and informative instruction, enabling her students to comprehend the properties as well as the processes of working with paper clay.

Author Hometown: Alsace, France
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CUT FLOWERS, FOLIAGE AND FRUITS OF THE SOUTHEAST
Four Seasons of Floral Design
By Lee Hemmings Carlton

Native plants are the natural centerpieces of the Southeastern landscape, so why shouldn’t they be the centerpiece of the Southern table? From the mountains of Southern Appalachia, into the Piedmont Plateau and all the way down to the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plains, native plants provide an abundance of cut flowers, foliage, fruit, and berries that add regional character to any bouquet, vase or wreath throughout the year. Cut Flowers, Foliage, & Fruits of the Southeast introduces readers to the beautiful bounty of the region along with growth information, seasonality, how to forage and harvest responsibly, and flower care, illustrated with vibrant photography. Bring the landscape indoors with guides to create wreaths, bouquets, corsages, and vase arrangements. Tutorials and primers will teach the expert and novice alike to arrange gorgeous floral designs by season.

Lee Hemmings Carlton is a horticulturist living and growing on the western side of Beech Mountain, N.C. Lee has been designing and installing plant-driven, site-specific, colorful gardens and landscapes in Georgia, Alabama, and the Carolinas for two decades. Lee incorporates native plants in all of her work, from cut flowers to landscaping and ever-popular wreaths and floral arrangements

Author Hometown: Elk Park, NC
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All the Skills and Tools You Need to Get Started
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CUSTOM KNIFEMAKING
10 Projects from a Master Craftsman
By Tim McCreight
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HERITAGE SKILLS FOR CONTEMPORARY LIFE
Seasons at the Parris House
By Elizabeth Miller
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INDIAN HANDCRAFTS
How To Craft Dozens Of Practical Objects Using Traditional Indian Techniques
By C. Keith Wilbur
January 2001 • History/General
144 Pages • 8½ x 11
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LAVENDER
How to Grow and Use the Fragrant Herb
SECOND EDITION
By Ellen Spector Platt
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MAKE YOUR OWN WREATHS
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By Nancy Alexander
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Legacy in Wood
By Thomas Moser and Donna McNeil
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NATURAL BEAUTY FROM THE OUTSIDE IN
70+ Recipes for All Skin and Hair Types
By Sojourner Walker Williams
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SIMPLY WOOD
Home Projects from Branches, Logs, and Other Found Wood
By Linda Suster
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TOLE PAINTING
Tips, Tools, and Techniques for Learning the Craft
By Pat Oxenford
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WORKING WINDOWS
A Guide to the Repair and Restoration of Wood Windows
THIRD EDITION
By Terry Meany
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KNOTS FOR KIDS
By Buck Tilton, Illustrated by Christine Connors

Relevant, expertly curated content perfect for kids. Outdoor skills expert and veteran author Buck Tilton provides readers with accessible information on choosing the best knot for the situation, tying different types of common knots and hitches, selecting the best kinds of rope, and much more.

Buck Tilton teaches at Central Wyoming College and has authored more than 1300 magazine articles and more than 40 books. His many books for FalconGuides have sold more than 300,000 copies combined.
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FAIRY HOUSE COOKING
Simple Scrumptious Recipes & Fairy Party Fun!
By Liza Gardner Walsh
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FAIRY HOUSE CRAFTS
Wonderful, Whimsical Projects for You and Your Fairy House
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BOX!
Castles, Kitchens, And Other Cardboard Creations For Kids
By Noel MacNeal
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FAIRY HOUSES ALL YEAR
A Four-Season Handbook
By Liza Gardner Walsh
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FUN PROJECTS FOR YOU
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By David Stiles
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MUDDY BOOTS
Outdoor Activities for Children
By Liza Gardner Walsh
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LEAF YOUR TROUBLES BEHIND
How to Destress and Grow Happiness through Plants
By Karen Hugg

Have you ever felt happier after a walk in the woods or fiddling with houseplants, but your hectic life stressed you out again? In our rushed, tech-based, indoor society, we may yearn for a break but only manage to get through a noisy day and collapse in bed. Regaining a peaceful mind seems beyond reach. But what if there were easy, low-cost activities to heal the soul? What if we could regularly access tranquility? How would we do that? The answer may be in the simplest, most abundant thing all around us: plants.

In Leaf Your Troubles Behind: How to Destress and Grow Happiness Through Plants, horticulturalist Karen Hugg draws on science and two decades of professional gardening experience to help readers reduce stress and increase happiness. Through her original, approachable system of “Green Leisure,” you will:

• discover nature’s scientifically proven power to heal us from stress
• explore what “green leisure” activities are right for you
• create a soothing green lounge at home, either via plants or just photos and décor
• gain confidence in growing low-maintenance but rewarding plants, indoors and out
• develop “green leisure” habits to ensure care for your soul any time of year

With personal stories, the latest research, and fun easy-to-do activities, Karen guides readers in delving into the wonders of plants while “leafing” their daily stress behind and growing joy.

Karen Hugg is a writer and gardener with a passion for plants. She’s a certified ornamental horticulturist and Master Pruner. She has helped hundreds of clients create relaxing, beautiful gardens via her garden design and maintenance company for almost 20 years, and has taught horticulture at the community college level. Now, she writes about plants and gardening with published articles in Garden Center Magazine, Garden Rant, Northwest Garden News, and others. She also writes novels about plants and flowers, including The Forgetting Flower, The Dark Petals of Provence, and the forthcoming Harvesting the Sky. Hugg lives in the Seattle area with her husband, three adopted kids, and dog Olive.

Author Hometown: Lake Forest Park, WA
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CONCRETE CRAFTS
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By Alan Wycheck
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CREATIVE ROPECRAFT
A Treasure Trove of Knots, Hitches, Bends, Plaits and Netting
FIFTH EDITION
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GARDEN CRAFTS
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By David Stiles
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SKIPPER'S KNOT GUIDE
Knots, Bends, Hitches and Splices
Edited by Heinrich Bauermeister
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THE GOLDEN EAGLE
A Behind-the-Scenes Look at the Art of Bird Carving
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TINY HOUSES, SIMPLE SHACKS, COZY COTTAGES, RAMSHACKLE RETREATS, FUNKY FORTS
And Whatever the Heck Else
We Could Squeeze in Here
UPDATED
By Derek Diedricksen
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TRADITIONAL SKILLS OF THE NATIVE AMERICANS
A Fully Illustrated Guide To Wilderness Living And Survival
By David Montgomery
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A VERY VINTAGE CHRISTMAS
Holiday Collecting, Decorating and Celebrating
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SALES REPRESENTATIVES

NATIONAL ACCOUNTS

AMAZON.COM
OMUNI BARNES
Manager, National Accounts
246 Goose Lane, Suite 200
Guilford, CT 06437
TEL (203) 458-4593
FAX (203) 458-4601
obarnes@nbnbooks.com

BARNES & NOBLE
SPENCER GALE
Manager, National Accounts
85-03 Wareham Place
Jamaica Estates, NY 11432
TEL (718) 657-1694
sgale@nbnbooks.com

BAKER & TAYLOR/MASS MERCHANT
ED LYONS
Manager, National Accounts/Mass Merchants
847 DeWitt Road
Webster, NY 14580
TEL (585) 737-1694
FAX (585) 671-3253
elyons@nbnbooks.com

INGRAM
SHEILA BURNETT
Manager, National Accounts
4501 Forbes Boulevard, Suite 200
Lanham, MD 20706
TEL (301) 731-9548
sburnett@nbnbooks.com

BOOKS-A-MILLION, REI,
KEY OUTDOOR ACCOUNTS
MAX PHELPS
Director of Marketing and Sales, Outdoor Industry
246 Goose Lane, Suite 200
Guilford, CT 06437
TEL (203) 458-4551
FAX (203) 458-4610
mphelps@nbnbooks.com

SPECIAL MARKETS

MICHAEL LYONS
Business Development Manager, Special Sales
4501 Forbes Boulevard, Suite 200
Lanham, MD 20706
TEL (301) 602-1323
mlyons@rowman.com

AMY ALEXANDER
Special Sales Account Manager
246 Goose Lane, Suite 200
Guilford, CT 06437
TEL (203) 458-4541
aalexander@nbnbooks.com

LIZ PLOTNICK-SNAY
Manager, Gift Representation
TEL (614) 579-7593
lplotnick@rowman.com

FIELD REPS SOUTH

NEW LEAF, AL, FL, GA, MS, NC, SC,
TN, VA

SOUTHERN TERRITORY ASSOCIATES

GEOFF RIZZO
1393 S.E. Legacy Cove Circle
Stuart, FL 34997
TEL (772) 708-5788
FAX (877) 679-6913
rizzosta@yahoo.com

ANGIE SMITS
706 Magnolia Street
Greensboro, NC 27401
TEL (336) 574-1879
FAX (336) 275-3290
hasmits@aol.com

TERESA ROLFE KRAVTIN
120 Red Oak Trail
LaGrange, GA 30240
TEL (706) 882-9014
FAX (706) 882-4105
trkravtin@charter.net

FIELD REP NEW ENGLAND

CT, MA, ME, NH, RI, VT

NBN FIELD
MARK CARBRAY
126 Hempstead Street
New London, CT 06320
TEL (860) 608-7790
FAX (860) 437-3064
mcarbray@nbnbooks.com

FIELD REPS MID-ATLANTIC

DE, NJ, NY, PA, MD, DC

PARSON WEEMS PUBLISHER SERVICES

Ryan O’Connor
17 Franklin St.
Piermont, NY 10968
TEL (845) 521-9204
ryan.oconnor@parsonweems.com

CAUSTEN STEHLE
310 N Front Street #4-10
Wilmington, NC 28401
TEL (914) 948-4259
FAX (866) 761-7112
office@parsonweems.com

EILEEN BERTELLI
48 Wawayanda Road
Warwick, NY 10990
TEL (845) 987-7233
FAX (866) 761-7112
eileenbertelli@parsonweems.com

CHRISTOPHER R. KERR
11 Penhallow St., #2
Boston, MA 02124-2307
chriskerr@parsonweems.com

JASON KINCAIDE
19 Bushwick Avenue, #3R
Brooklyn, NY 11211
TEL (347) 244-2165
jasonkincaide@parsonweems.com
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FIELD REPS MIDWEST
IA, IL, IN, KS, KY, MI, MN, MO, ND, NE, OH, SD, WI

WYBEL MARKETING GROUP, INC
(847) 382-0384

SHERI WYBEL
213 West Main Street
Barrington, IL 60010
TEL (847) 382-0384, x13
FAX (847) 382-0385
wybels@wybel.com

RON PRAZUCH
213 West Main Street
Barrington, IL 60010
TEL (847) 382-0384, x15
FAX (847) 382-0385
prazur@wybel.com

BILL MCGARR
5692 Heathwood Court
Taylor Mill, KY 41015
TEL (859) 356-9295
FAX (859) 356-7804
wdmcgarr@aol.com

FIELD REPS SOUTHWEST
AR, LA, OK, TX

MCLEMORE/HOLLERN & ASSOCIATES
TEL (281) 360-5204

SAL MCLEMORE
3415 Havenbrook Drive, Apt. #602
Kingwood, TX 77339
TEL (281) 360-5204
FAX (281) 360-5215
mchoffice@suddenlink.net

LARRY HOLLERN
2007 East 13th Street
Austin, TX 78702
TEL (800) 236-7808
FAX (281) 360-5215
lhollern@aol.com

FIELD REPS ROCKY MOUNTAIN WEST
AZ, ID, MT, NV, UT, WY

NBN FIELD
CLAUDE D’ECsERY
774 E 1100N
Pleasant Grove, UT 84062
TEL (385) 497-4487
FAX (385) 375-6106
cdecsery@nbnbooks.com

FIELD REPS ROCKY MT. WEST
CO, MT, NM, WY

NBN FIELD
DAVID QUINN
7100 E. Mississippi Avenue, #19-206
Denver, CO 80224
TEL (720) 256-0019
FAX (720) 528-7979
dquinn@nbnbooks.com

SHERI WYBEL
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Barrington, IL 60010
TEL (847) 382-0384, x13
FAX (847) 382-0385
wybels@wybel.com

RON PRAZUCH
213 West Main Street
Barrington, IL 60010
TEL (847) 382-0384, x15
FAX (847) 382-0385
prazur@wybel.com

BILL MCGARR
5692 Heathwood Court
Taylor Mill, KY 41015
TEL (859) 356-9295
FAX (859) 356-7804
wdmcgarr@aol.com

FIELD REPS WEST
AK, CA, HI, NV, OR, WA

FAHERTY & ASSOCIATES
Sales Coordinator: Shea Petty
17548 Redfern Avenue
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
TEL (503) 639-3113 / (800) 824-2888
FAX (503) 213-6168 / (800) 257-8646
shea@fahertybooks.com

TREVIN MATLOCK
7765 Calle Casino
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
TEL (909) 263-2346
trevin@fahertybooks.com

RICHARD MCNEACE
1402 Highgate Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90042
TEL (323) 273-7763
richard@fahertybooks.com

JOSEPH TREMBLAY
9208 NE Ferngrove Street
Vancouver, WA 98664
TEL (503) 490-3141
joe@fahertybooks.com

CANADIAN SALES

LES PETRIW
Managing Director & International Sales Director
278 St. Clares Ave.
Toronto, ON
M6H 3W3
TEL (416) 534-1660
FAX (416) 534-3699
lpetriw@nbnbooks.com

CANADIAN SALES
QUEBEC

KAREN STACEY
Hornblower Group, Inc.
TEL (514) 704-3626
FAX (800) 596-8496
kstacey@hornblowerbooks.com

LOUIS-MARC SIMARD
Hornblower Group Inc
TEL (514) 239-3594
FAX (800) 596-8496
lmsimard@hornblowerbooks.com

TORONTO, NORTHERN AND SOUTHWESTERN ONTARIO

ROBERTA SAMEC
Hornblower Group, Inc.
TEL (416) 461-7973
FAX (416) 461-0365
rsamec@hornblowerbooks.com

SASKATCHEWAN AND MANITOBA

RORIE BRUCE
CELL (204) 781-1769
FAX (204) 487-3993
rorbruce@mymts.net

BRITISH COLUMBIA AND ALBERTA

BRIDGET CLARK
Read and Co Books
TEL (778) 772-1276
FAX (250) 984-7631
bridget@readandcobooks.ca

HEATHER READ
Read and Co Books
TEL (250) 532-3976
FAX (250) 984-7631
readandcobooks@gmail.com

ATLANTIC AND EASTERN ONTARIO

LAURIE MARTELLA
Hornblower Group, Inc.
TEL (416) 461-7973
FAX (416) 461-0365
lmartella@hornblowerbooks.com
UK SALES
QUANTUM PUBLISHING SOLUTIONS
The Coach House, Storrs Hall, Carnforth, Lancashire LA6 1BB
hello@quantumpublishingsolutions.com
www.quantumpublishingsolutions.com

EUROPE AND IRELAND SALES
DURNELL MARKETING GROUP
www.durnell.co.uk

UK OFFICE:
LINDEN PARK CC
Fir Tree Road
Tunbridge Wells TN4 8AH

MOSCOW OFFICE:
OFFICE 32
23 Boris Galushkina Street
Moscow 129301

AUSTRALIA SALES
WOODSLANE PTY LTD:
10 Apollo Street
Warriewood NSW 2102
Australia
info@woodsliane.com.au
www.woodsliane.com.au

MEXICO, CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA, & THE CARIBBEAN
JCC ENTERPRISES INC
jerry@jc-carrillo.com
www.jc-carrillo.com

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
ANDREA JACOBS
Account Manager
TEL (203) 458-4500, 4552
ajacobsl@nbnbooks.com

JIM FALLONE
New Business Manager
TEL (301) 459-3366, 5525
jfallone@nbnbooks.com

SUZANNE ASENSIO
Sales Operations Manager
TEL (203) 458-4500, 4546
sasensio@nbnbooks.com

SYLVIA WILLIAMS
Sales Support
TEL (301) 459-3366, x5523
swilliams@nbnbooks.com

ACCOUNTING
KIMBERLY FLOWERS
Publisher Accounting Supervisor
TEL (717) 794-3800, X3138
kflowers@nbnbooks.com

EXECUTIVE
JASON BROCKWELL
President
TEL (301) 459-3366, x5521
jbrockwell@nbnbooks.com

ROBERT S. MARSH
Chief Operating Officer
TEL (717) 794-3807
rmarsh@rowman.com

MICHAEL LIPPENHOLZ
Senior Vice President/CFO
TEL (301) 731-9528
mlippenholz@rowman.com

PRODUCTION SERVICES
STEPHEN DRIVER
Vice President
TEL (301) 459-3366, x5409
sdriver@rowman.com

OPERATIONS/CUSTOMER SERVICE
CARLA QUENTAL
VP, Customer Service
TEL (717) 794-3800, x3808
cquental@nbnbooks.com

KAREN MATTSCHECK
Manager, Publisher Services
TEL (717) 794-3800, x3513
kmattscheck@nbnbooks.com

SUE BUMBAUGH
VP, Distribution
TEL (717) 794-3800, x3525
sbumbaugh@nbnbooks.com

UK OFFICE:
LINDEN PARK CC
Fir Tree Road
Tunbridge Wells TN4 8AH

MOSCOW OFFICE:
OFFICE 32
23 Boris Galushkina Street
Moscow 129301

MEXICO, CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA, & THE CARIBBEAN
JCC ENTERPRISES INC
jerry@jc-carrillo.com
www.jc-carrillo.com
All orders may be placed through the National Book Network sales representatives beginning on page 70 or directly to:

NATIONAL BOOK NETWORK, INC.
15200 NBN Way, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (EST)
(717) 794-3800 or (800) 462-6420
customercare@nbnbooks.com
Fax (800) 338-4550

RETAIN DISCOUNT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Returnable</th>
<th>Non-Returnable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trade</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Trade (4+ units)</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1 - 3 units)</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Short</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calendar</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotional</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Reference</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TERMS NET 30 DAYS

RETURNS POLICY

RETURNS ADDRESS
National Book Network
ATTN: Returns Department
15200 NBN Way, Building B
Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

OVERSTOCK RETURNS
Overstock returns must be in clean, saleable condition and all titles must be in print.

OUT OF PRINT and DISCONTINUED
All Out of Print titles are returnable for full credit up to 6 months after the title is declared Out of Print.

DAMAGED ITEMS
Returns for damaged titles should be accompanied by an invoice and sent no later than 60 days from invoice to date.

SHORT SHIPMENT, NON-RECEIPTS, and MISSHIPS
Credit must be claimed within 60 days of invoice to date. Please contact Customer Service at 800-462-6420 if you have any questions or require additional assistance.

ITEMS RETURNED IN ERROR
Titles returned erroneously (including Out of Print, Not Our Publication) will not receive credit and will be returned at the customer’s expense.

VIDEO, AUDIO TAPES, and CDs
Videos, audio tapes, and CDs are returnable if the shrink wrap is unbroken.

STRIPPED COVERS
Returns accepted on predesignated titles only. Contact your sales rep for details.
Globe Pequot
246 Goose Lane
Guilford, CT 06437

NEW

Books in Crafts & Hobbies

2022–2023

Down East Books
STACKPOLE BOOKS
LYONS PRESS

CRFTCA22